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spirited away is a slice of life story set in a small town on the outskirts of japan, where spirits of the dead exist. a mysterious ticket is found on a train and the ticket-holder is directed by the train to a nearby town. here the ticket-holder is told to wait in a train station for the train
that will carry him to a distant island, where all the spirits reside. at the time of writing, there are no english dubs of spirited away available on netflix or any other streaming site in the us. however, it's one of my favorite movies of all time, so i hope you'll still watch it for yourself

(whether you get it dubbed in english or not!). the news of the spirited away stage adaptation came just as the 2020 pandemic was starting to slow down in japan. covid-19 had already killed dozens of japanese, but the country and its people had grown steadily stronger and
more resilient, and spirited away was a good time for them to try to get back on their feet and to take a step back from the constant pandemic worry. after all, they could use a break from it. the play opens in the spring of 2021, and it will be performed for the first time. the

production is a collaboration between the new spirited away musical project, the tokyo imperial theater, and the spirited away production team, led by miyazaki himself. it will also feature a new animatronic version of the shun academy's engine driver yuusuke. the musical will
be designed by studio pierrot, the company behind ghost in the shell, ultraman ginga and your lie in april, and it will feature a choreographed dance sequence by the company polyphonica. 5ec8ef588b
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